HortiMaX iWorker

Track labor and quality even more efficiently

Track labor and quality even more efficiently
With

our

new

HortiMaX

iWorker

app,

your

workers

can

record

their

time

spent

on

tasks

even

more

efficiently. This will allow you to accurately monitor their productivity and keep a close eye on labor costs.
Thanks to the app’s simple design, entering data is a breeze. Workers are guided through each step of the input process, enabling them
to add detailed information quickly and effortlessly. All data can then be viewed in our HortiMaX Productive management software.

iWorker offers a solution

Suitable for allgrowing environments

Do you have a thorough understanding of your operational

With the iWorker app, labor and production tracking is fully

processes? All growers face the challenge of improving

digital. No more copying data by hand, which is both time-

productivity and quality, while reducing costs. In addition to

consuming and error-prone. But what if a worker moves out of

being a skilled professional, business owner and manager,

range of your Wi-Fi network? No problem at all, as iWorker even

you are looking for solutions that will make that possible. The

works offline. The data entered will be uploaded automatically

vast majority of costs are labor costs. That’s why you need a

once the Wi-Fi connection is restored. Thanks to this feature,

detailed understanding of your labor and production processes.

the app is not only suitable for closed growing environments,

This means closely monitoring workers and their activities, and

but will work just as well in open field production. Regardless of

keeping a constant eye on costs and quality. HortiMaX offers

its application, iWorker will always provide you with a complete

versatile solutions that will help you do that effectively. Our

and virtually real-time overview of your production process.

iWorker app is a solid addition to our expanding range of labor
tracking products.

Individual and team modes
When iWorker is in individual mode, workers are themselves

Designed with your workers in mind

responsible for entering the tasks that they have carried out.

While the first version of HortiMaX iManager was intended for

When in team mode, iWorker includes the ability to create teams.

managers and surpervisors, iWorker is designed for individual

In this mode, the team leaders are responsible for entering the

employees or team leaders. The app is designed specifically for

tasks that each team member has performed. This allows the

use on smartphones (of your workers) or tablet devices. The

activities of many workers to be recorded quickly and easily,

app is cost-effective and can be used in addition to our mobile

while enabling you to keep track of both team and individual

wireless handheld terminals, the HortiMaX MiniMaX, or our

performance in Productive.

fixed Productive terminals. However, the iWorker app can also
be used on its own, without the need for other terminals. This
will result in a faster return on investment, making the app a
cost-effective solution.

No more
copying data
by hand, which
is both timeconsuming and
error-prone.

www.hortimax.com

Convenient and easy to use for managers
Everything at your fingertips
The Productive software provides a single point of access to all

With all these analysis options at your fingertips, you can get a

your labor and production data. The software’s user interface

detailed understanding of the costs and results of each worker,

consists of a number of conveniently-arranged elements. These

team, unit, hour, crop, etc.

elements form the basis from which you or your supervisory
staff can manage, analyze and control your company’s labor and

Integrated quality checks

production processes.

You can evaluate your workers using our HortiMaX iManager
app. This is done by assessing the condition of the plants and the

A wide range of analysis options

quality of the work performed. Various assessment parameters

Productive includes a wide range of analysis options. In

can be defined for each activity based on which a worker is

addition to the various standard reports, Productive allows

evaluated. This app provides managers with all the information

you to create your own custom reports. These can be

they need to carry out and record quality checks on the spot.

exported in various file formats. For instance, you can define
your own pivot tables, as is possible in Microsoft Excel. There

Integrated pest management

is no one-fit solution that will suit all businesses. That’s why

Productive makes it easy for workers to record diseases, dead

you can customize reports to your individual needs, such as

plants or broken windows they’ve spotted during picking

adding columns to perform calculations on certain data. The

or other activities. These observations can then be shown

conditional formatting feature enables specific data to be

in the Greenhouse View feature. You can also easily share this

highlighted, making your reports quick and easy to analyze.

information with your team or consultants, allowing you to

For at-a-glance viewing, information can also be presented in

quickly determine whether your chosen pest control strategy is

graphs or the Greenhouse View feature. This feature displays

effective.

information on a floor plan of your greenhouse or production
area.

Your benefits at a glance
•

Fast return on investment: no hardware required!

•

Intuitive app operation: quick and error-free entry of activities

•

Extremely affordable app designed specifically for workers and team leaders

•

Suitable for open and closed growing environments thanks to online and
offline entry capabilities

•

Available for both iOS (Apple) and Android tablet devices and smartphones

growing solutions
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